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                    Abstract
It is well known that sequences of bases in DNA are translated into sequences of amino acids in cells via the genetic code. More recently, it has been discovered that the sequence of DNA bases also influences the geometry and deformability of the DNA. These two correspondences represent a naturally arising example of duplexed codes, providing two different ways of interpreting the same DNA sequence. This paper will set up the notation and basic results necessary to mathematically investigate the relationship between these two natural DNA codes. It then undertakes two very different such investigations: one graphical approach based only on expected values and another analytic approach incorporating the deformability of the DNA molecule and approximating the mutual information of the two codes. Special emphasis is paid to whether there is evidence that pressure to maximize the duplexing efficiency influenced the evolution of the genetic code. Disappointingly, the results fail to support the hypothesis that the genetic code was influenced in this way. In fact, applying both methods to samples of realistic alternative genetic codes shows that the duplexing of the genetic code found in nature is just slightly less efficient than average. The implications of this negative result are considered in the final section of the paper.
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                    Notes
	Of course, Alice can similarly send a string of elements from \(\mathcal {S}\) to encode a string of elements from \(\mathcal {X}\), but all of the information about the code is contained in the map f acting on single elements and so the idea of using longer strings will largely be ignored below.


	The specific size of the rectangle will never be specified. All that matters is that they are small enough that they do not intersect.


	Because the trigonometric functions are not one-to-one, one must always be careful when working with their “inverses”, which are actually only inverses on specified intervals. The Tait–Bryan system of coordinates for angles is being used in this application because it places the endpoints of those intervals far from the orientations that appear in codon geometry. (In contrast, some of the other standard coordinate systems would assign very different angle coordinates to the geometry that bends a tiny amount in one direction from the vertical and one that bends a tiny amount in another directions).


	Unfortunately, angles in the Hassan–Calladine parameters are measured in degrees rather than radians.


	The value of \(\phi \) has no effect when \(\theta _1^2+\theta _2^2=0\). It is merely for convenience that we set \(\phi =0\) in that case.


	Here, we are making an assumption of normality. It does seem likely that the probability distribution for each parameter is approximately normal and centered a the expected value. However, even if that is not the case, so long as we are considering the average position for a large number of observations then the assumption should be valid by the Central Limit Theorem.


	\(\text {diag}(z_1,\ldots ,z_6)\) denotes the diagonal matrix with the scalar \(z_i\) in the i th position on the diagonal. Then \(\text {diag}(z_1,\ldots ,z_6){\hat{\mathbf{s}}}(d)\) is a vector whose entries are the standard deviations of the Hassan–Calladine parameters for the dimer d each scaled by the corresponding z-score.


	Since the values of the Tait–Bryan angles are so limited in range, in this application, the global topology of SO(3) can be ignored and distances computed merely as if these were points in \(\mathbb {R}^3\). The Mathematica notebook (“http://kasmana.people.cofc.edu/DNAGeometry/”) is used to generate the figures and perform the calculations that also includes code to use a more sophisticated definition that forms an actual metric on the space of rotations, but the results were essentially the same and are not worth the extra complexity in notation required to introduce the necessary definitions.


	These graphs are 3-dimensional. The figures included in this journal article are, by necessity, 2-dimensional projections. Since the third coordinate varies very little as compared to the other two, the projection from above has been selected and distances in the figure should be relatively accurate. Still, it is important to note that no such projection was used in the computation of the total length.


	The alternative genetic codes considered by Itzkovitz and Alon are a subclass of the ones considered in this paper. In particular, they only consider the ones which can be produced by the composition of a permutation of the first bases, a permutation of the second bases, and a permutation in the third bases.
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